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Abstract: In this study, synergetic-based adaptive control design is developed for trajectory tracking
control of joint position in knee-rehabilitation system. This system is often utilized for rehabilitation
of patients with lower-limb disabilities. However, this knee-assistive system is subject to uncertainties
when applied to different persons undertaking exercises. This is due to the different masses and
inertias of different persons. In order to cope with these uncertainties, an adaptive scheme has
been proposed. In this study, an adaptive synergetic control scheme is established, and control laws
are developed to ensure stable knee exoskeleton system subjected to uncertainties in parameters.
Based on Lyapunov stability analysis, the developed adaptive synergetic laws are used to estimate
the potential uncertainties in the coefficients of the knee-assistive system. These developed control
laws guarantee the stability of the knee rehabilitation system controlled by the adaptive synergetic
controller. In this study, particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is introduced to tune the design
parameters of adaptive and non-adaptive synergetic controllers, in order to optimize their tracking
performances by minimizing an error-cost function. Numerical simulations are conducted to show
the effectiveness of the proposed synergetic controllers for tracking control of the exoskeleton knee
system. The results show that compared to classical synergetic controllers, the adaptive synergetic
controller can guarantee the boundedness of the estimated parameters and hence avoid drifting,
which in turn ensures the stability of the controlled system in the presence of parameter uncertainties.

Keywords: exoskeleton knee system; synergetic control; adaptive law; particle swarm
optimization (PSO)

1. Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) has reported that 15 million people worldwide
have suffered strokes and 5 million have been left disabled for a long time. The main causes
of acute and long-term disabilities are neurological injuries such as strokes, heart attacks
and spinal cord injuries (SCIs) [1].

Mobility and autonomy can be lost in patients suffering from musculoskeletal lesions
and neurological problems. This can lead to many physical symptoms such as muscle
weakness, partial or complete loss of sensation, poor cognitive abilities, and decreased
alertness. These in turn have an adverse effect on a patient’s welfare. Medical reports
have shown that a cure is possible for many such patients if they strictly follow programs
of physical rehabilitation and therapy. Fruitful remedial results could be obtained if the
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patients are enabled to perform certain tasks after undertaking long-term and repeated
exercises [1,2].

During the repeated treatments, exercises are prescribed for disabled individuals and
performed manually by the physicians supervising the treatment. This treatment is costly
as it requires the involvement of physicians and movement-supervising doctors for each
patient [2,3].

In order to mitigate the reliance on these time-consuming rehabilitation exercises,
actuated bio-engineering exoskeletons have been used as alternatives. Due to the repetitive
physical movements, these assisting devices can assist multiple patients simultaneously
and hence alleviate therapists’ workloads. In addition, these robot-assisted orthoses are
capable of measuring, quantifying, and recording the treatment progress for each patient by
employing special sensors, which are responsible for various measurements such as angular
position, velocity, exerted torque, etc. The physicians can then analyze and interpret the
reports so that the treatment can be modified accordingly. According to clinical trials and
reports, these robotic exoskeleton systems have demonstrated high effectiveness and good
efficacy [2,3].

One critical consideration while following such type of remedy and rehabilitation is
that the exoskeleton-like robot must be customized to fit the dimension of human joint and
its range of mobility. The assisting devices must be coupled to the patient’s body in such a
way that ergonomic motion has to be tolerated by the patient wearer. This critical point to
be taken into account, especially regarding lower-limb orthoses, where these exoskeleton-
like robots have the ability to retrieve when subjected to repetitive movements such that
the patient’s independence and autonomy can be eventually regained [2,3].

An exoskeleton knee-assisted robot is composed of two articulated links: one is
attached and fixed to the human thigh and the other moves with the leg shank. The
exoskeleton system uses a DC motor at the knee joint to actuate the assistive system with
the torque required to assist the movement of the disabled knee smoothly and accurately.
To achieve smooth and accurate movement, control theory is required. In addition, there is
a crucial problem concerning the exact modeling and precise parameter acquisition for the
exoskeleton knee-assistive system, especially if the system is used or worn by more than
one person, with different physical attributes. Therefore, adaptive, robust, and accurate
control schemes have become an inevitable demand, as the key points of this application.
In view of this point, a literature review and a brief discussion address the relevant research
devoted to motion control for exoskeleton lower-limb systems.

In [4], Rifaï et al. developed a model-reference adaptive control (MRAC) for control-
ling the motion of a shank-orthosis system in the presence of uncertainties in parameters.
Assuming a bounded torque application such as exercises for persons, the input-to-state
and asymptotic stabilities have been proved in the case of the exertion of non-muscular
effort. In [5], Kashif et al. presented an adaptive control design for "Exoskeleton Intelli-
gently Communicating and Sensitive to Intention (EICoSI)" based on the robust integral
of sign error (RISE) methodology. The proof of asymptotic stability in semi-global sense
was shown for a linked exoskeleton–human system. Compared to conventional RISE
control, the adaptive RISE control showed less tracking error and higher robustness. In [6],
Mithaq et al. presented position-to-force motion control design of knee-joint in active
lower-limb prostheses. A hybrid controller is synthesized based on a PID controller in
conjunction with ANFIS (adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system). Compared to individual
PID controllers and ANFIS controllers, the ANFIS–PID control showed better dynamic
performance. In [7], Ding et al. proposed proxy-based adaptive sliding mode control (SMC)
to achieve trajectory tracking of a shank-orthosis system in the presence of parametric
uncertainty. Compared to traditional and adaptive PID controllers and proxy-based SMC,
the proxy-based adaptive SMC showed better performance in terms of tracking accuracy
and robustness characteristics. In [8], Mefoued et al. presented the design of high-order
sliding mode controller to perform flexion-extension movements of the knee joint in order
to assist the rehabilitation of persons suffering problems with lower-limb mobility. Com-
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pared to classical PID controller, the sliding mode controller exhibited better performance
in terms of tracking error, robustness characteristics, stability, and finite-time convergence
of error trajectories. In [9], Zhao, W. and Song, A. proposed a novel proxy-based sliding
mode controller (PSMC) to improve trajectory tracking accuracy of an exoskeleton knee
actuated by pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM). Compared to conventional controllers, the
PSMC showed better tracking performance in terms of accuracy and robustness. In [10],
Ajayi et al. presented bounded control scheme to assist persons suffering from disorders in
their lower limbs. In order to fulfill the requirement of bounded human torque, high-gain
observer (HGO) has been applied to estimate the joint torques. The developed control
law resulted in good tracking performance of the controlled system subjected to a physio-
therapeutic trajectory. In [11], Sierra et al. developed an actuating configuration using a
harmonic-drive DC motor together with PAM to actuate the lower-limb exoskeleton. This
actuating technology gives a high power/weight ratio and better position accuracy, and
hence improves the functional performance of human lower limbs. The PID controllers are
utilized for motion control of the limbs. In [12], Lee et al. proposed a sliding mode control
design for a polycentric knee exoskeleton (PKE) system to cope with system uncertainty
and nonlinearity. To solve the low-load capacity problem of actuator, the knee system is
powered by an electro-hydraulic actuator (EHA). The proposed controller showed good
tracking performance. In [13], Rifaï et al. designed an L1 adaptive controller for trajectory
tracking control of knee joint motion for an exoskeleton system of type-EICoSI. The delay
problem, caused by a filter in control scheme, can be solved by introducing nonlinear pro-
portional control to give an augmented L1 adaptive controller. Compared to the classical
L1 adaptive controller, the augmented version showed better robustness and dynamic
performance. In [14], Mefoued and Belkhiat designed robust controller for motion control
of knee-assistive system to enable limited-knee movement of disabled people. The con-
trol scheme incorporated parameter identification process for the lower-limb exoskeleton
system. A sliding mode observer (SMO) was used to estimate the velocity and position
of the knee joint. The designed controller showed good performance in terms of trajec-
tory tracking errors and robustness characteristics under variations in system parameters.
In [15], C. Chen could improve the tracking performance of lower-limb exoskeleton system
by proposing control design based on active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) and fast
terminal SMC. The lumped disturbance is estimated utilizing extended state observer (ESO).
The proposed controller showed faster response and better tracking precision as compared
to a PID controller. In [16], J. Wang investigated the control design for a PAM-actuated
lower-extremity exoskeleton (LEE) system using output sliding mode control (SMC) based
on a finite-time observer. This study applied a finite-time ESO to estimate the lumped dis-
turbances and unmeasurable velocities. The proposed observer-based SMC showed good
tracking performance with high precision. In [17], Chevalier A. et al. presented control
design based on fractional-order proportional–integral (FOPI) control for shank-motion
control around the knee joint. This study utilized integer-order transfer functions with
finite dimensions to synthesize and approximate the FOPI. Compared to an integer-order
PI controller, the POPI controller showed higher disturbance rejection capability and better
robustness characteristics.

In [18], S. Kaur et al. applied the control design based on fractional-order PID (FOPID)
control for trajectory tracking control of knee joint angle. The study adopted traditional
trial-and-error procedure and internal mode control (IMC) for tuning the controller’s design
parameters. The proposed controller demonstrated good robustness characteristics against
variations in system parameters. In [19], S. Mefoued et al. presented high-precision motion
of a knee-joint orthosis based on a second-order sliding mode control (SMC) design under
nonparametric and parametric uncertainties. The orthosis is intended to assist people with
reduced mobility to achieve restored knee-joint movements. Compared to classical control,
the proposed controller showed satisfactory performance and efficacy in terms of tracking
errors and robustness. In [20], S. Mefoued proposed an intelligent adaptive controller based
on an MLPNN (multi-layer perceptron neural network) for controlling flexion and extension
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motions of the knee. Knowledge of the dynamic model is not required in the control design,
and the controller is capable of dealing with all uncertainties in the system parameters,
modeling, and coupling. The proposed adaptive MLPNN-based controller showed better
efficacy and tracking performance than a PID controller. In [21], T. K. Wang et al. addressed
the nonlinear and time-varying coupling between the human thigh and a prosthetic limb by
introducing adaptive control for knee-joint motion. The proposed adaptive controller could
improve the appearance of the gait pattern, adapt to walking speed, and compensate for
variations in hip movement. In [22], Zhang Y. et al. adopted a model-free adaptive control
strategy for motion control of the human–exoskeleton assistive system at the knee joint level.
Uncertainties due to the modeling complexity of assistive systems were considered, and
the controller performed its task based on input–output data acquisition for the knee-joint
angle. In [23], Guan W. et al. have proposed iterative learning control algorithm for motion
control of lower-limb exoskeleton system devoted for human knee joint and hip. The
control algorithm has been designed based on musculoskeletal model and the parameter
identification has been conducted for different subjects. The accuracy of gait tracking of
exoskeleton system is considerably enhanced and the follow-up performance has been
greatly improved. In [24], Aljuboury et al. presented the design of three control schemes
based on model reference adaptive control (MRAC) for an exoskeleton knee assistance
system. This study showed that the observer-based MRAC outperformed the classical
MRAC and adaptive MRAC in terms of robustness characteristics and tracking accuracy.
In [25], Aole et al. introduced improved active disturbance-rejection control (I-ADRC) for
trajectory tracking of a 2-DOF lower limb robotic rehabilitation exoskeleton (LLRRE). The
proposed controller showed better trajectory tracking, better ability to reject disturbances
and noise, and high robustness with respect to parameter variations. In [26], Zhan Li et al.
proposed a novel control scheme for tracking control of a knee exoskeleton system subjected
to time-varying viscous and inertial coefficients due to disturbances in interaction torque.
The proposed approach showed exponentially zero convergence for the tracking joint-angle
error, bounded tracking error under interaction torque, and better efficiency in terms of
tracking performance as compared to other control techniques. In [27], M. K. Shepherd and
E. J. Rouse introduced a novel series elastic actuator to produce the required torques and
speeds for sit-to-stand assistance. The proposed actuating technology reduced the output
impedance and improved the torque control to a large extent. A high-level sit-to-stand
controller was implemented for a unilateral orthosis based on the proposed actuator, to
assist three able-bodied subjects. In [28], Lyu M. et al. developed a knee exoskeleton device
controlled by electromyography (EMG) to assist rehabilitation of stroke patients in their
homes. The patients were encouraged to be involved in a new designed game during the
training process, to enhance the rehabilitation performance. The test demonstrated that the
EMG signals could control the exoskeleton, which assists the patients in playing the game.

Based on above literature, it has been shown that the use of sliding mode control with
its different versions could give efficient and robust control characteristics, especially for
this uncertain assistive system. However, one critical drawback which has been reported
for SMC is the inevitable appearance of chattering behavior in the control signal. A great
deal of research has been devoted to solve this problem, and the effect has been reduced
but not removed. This was the motivation to turn towards synergetic control theory, which
has the same control features as SMC but avoids chattering.

The Synergetic control (SC) methodology is based on state-space theory. Recently,
this control methodology has been applied to highly connected and complex nonlinear
systems. Controller designed based on SC could drive the system’s state variables in such
a way as to follow an invariant manifold, which is designed to satisfy the required control
specifications in the presence of nonparametric and parametric uncertainties [29–31]. A
design based on synergetic control for nonlinear systems has the following advantages:

q Establishing an extended system of differential equations (DEs). These DEs reflect
various operations such as coordinate observation, optimization, disturbance suppres-
sion, etc.
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q Reducing the extra degrees of freedom (DOF) of extended system w.r.t final manifold
by synthesizing an “external” control. The motion can be described by the “internal”
dynamics equations of the system.

q Developing the “internal” controls, which are responsible for establishing links be-
tween the “internal” coordinates of the system such as to satisfy the control objective.

The synergetic controller could guide the system’s trajectories from initial states to
their equilibrium points onto a manifold. It has been shown that the design parameters,
emerging in development of controllers, have a direct effect on their performances. Often,
these design parameters are chosen according to conventional trial-and-error method.
One drawback of this procedure is that it does not find the optimal solutions in terms
of these parameters and the cost index. Therefore, a modern optimization algorithm is
employed to optimize design parameters for further improving the controlled system’s
dynamic performance [32,33]. The present study uses particle swarm optimization (PSO)
to fine-tuning the design parameters. Kennedy first introduced this optimization technique
in 1995. The technique is inspired by the behavior of organisms [34,35]. This fine tuner is
characterized by rapid convergence rate, high computational efficiency, and ability to find
both global and local solutions. The contribution of this study can be highlighted by the
following points:

q Design of a synergetic control law for a knee-assistive system based on the synergetic
control methodology.

q Design of adaptive laws for an adaptive synergetic controller for a knee-assistive
system based on Lyapunov stability analysis, to deal with uncertainties in the system.

q Conduction stability analysis to ensure a stable system and to guarantee the ultimate
boundedness of estimated gains.

q Design of an optimization algorithm to tune the design parameters of both classical
and adaptive synergetic controllers.

2. Modeling of Exoskeleton Knee-Assistive System

An exoskeleton-aided knee system is composed of two links, as shown in Figure 1.
One link is stationary and is attached to thigh, while the other link moves over an angular
range and is attached to the shin. The second link is actuated and rotated by a DC motor
fixed at the knee joint. In the case of a disabled knee, the motor is responsible for generating
the required torque to accurately rotate the leg into the desired position. As indicated
in Figure 1, the exoskeleton system was configured to operate in the range [0

◦
–90

◦
]. Full

extension of the leg is indicated by 0
◦
, while 90

◦
represents the resting position of the

leg [36].
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According to Figure 1, two frames can be identified: the global frame F and the local

frame S . The global frame is an earth-centered fixed frame defined by (
→
x

f
,
→
y

f
,
→
z

f
), and

the local frame (exoskeleton frame) is defined by (
→
x

s
,
→
y

s
,
→
z

s
). It rotates at the same joint

angle θ, and the axes of the frames
→
y

f
and

→
y

s
coincide during the orientation of the local

frame. It is clear that one degree of freedom (DOF) is observed for knee-joint movements.
Therefore, the time derivative of the knee joint angle θ represents the angular velocity

.
θ of

the joint.
The dynamic models of the human leg and exoskeleton are developed simultaneously

using the Lagrangian method. Lagrangian-based dynamic modeling of the coupled system
(human leg and exoskeleton device) is initiated with the expression:

`i = Eki − Egi (1)

where i ∈ (1, 2) denotes the components of the human leg and exoskeleton, and Egi and
Eki represent the gravitational and kinetic energies of the system elements, respectively.

Eki =
1
2

Ji
.
θ

2
(2)

where Ji represent the inertias of the system components (human leg and exoskeleton), and

Egi = mi·g· li ·(1− sinθ) (3)

where mi, g, and li represent the mass of the leg and exoskeleton system, the acceleration
due to gravity, and the distance between the center of gravity and the knee joint, respectively.

Based on the Euler–Lagrange differential equation of `i, the dynamic model of the
combined system components can be obtained:

Ji
..
θ = mi·g· li · cosθ − τexti (4)

where τexti represents the total externally applied torque, which is composed of two com-
ponents given by

τexti = τf i + τi (5)

where τi is the control torque generated by the DC motor and τf i is the friction torque
given by

τf i = − fsi sgin
.
θ − fvi

.
θ (6)

where fvi and fsi denote the viscous friction and solid friction coefficients, respectively. One
can express the dynamic model of the coupled exoskeleton–human leg system as follows:

J
..
θ = −τgcosθ − fs sgin

.
θ − fv

.
θ + τh + τ (7)

where fs = ∑2
i=1 fsi , fv = ∑2

i=1 fvi, τg = ∑2
i=1 τgi, and J = ∑2

i=1 Ji. The angular position,

velocity, and acceleration of the coupled system are represented by the variables θ,
.
θ, and

..
θ,

respectively. The parameters J, τg, τ, and τh represent the inertia of the coupled system
(exoskeleton–human leg) and the gravity torque, the control torque, and the load torque
due to the coupled system, respectively.

The state variable of Equation (7) can be established for control purposes by assigning
the states x1 and x2 to the variables θ and

.
θ, respectively. This gives

.
x1 = x2

.
x2 =

1
J
[
τ − fv x2 − fs sign(x2) + τgcos(x1)

]
(8)
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3. Classical and Adaptive Control Design for Knee-Assistive System

In this part, tracking control design based on two control approaches are developed
for the angular position of knee-assistive system. The first step of control design is based
on non-adaptive synergetic control method, while the next control design is conducted
based on adaptive synergetic control approach when the system is subjected disturbance or
parameter uncertainties.

3.1. Synergetic Control Design for Knee-Assistive System

The design is initiated by defining the error e to be the difference between the actual
state (x1 = θ) and desired trajectory (x1d = θd)

e = x1 − x1d (9)

Taking the first and second derivatives of error equation to have

.
e =

.
x1 −

.
x1d = x2 −

.
x1d (10)

..
e =

.
x2 −

..
x1d (11)

Let ψ(x) represents the macro variable, which is defined by

ψ(e) = c· e + .
e (12)

Taking the first time derivative of Equation (12), we have

.
ψ(e) = c· .

e +
..
e (13)

where c is a scalar design parameter.
The dynamic evolution of macro-variables towards the manifolds is described by [20]:

T·
.
ψ(e) + ψ( e) = 0 , T > 0 (14)

where T denotes the convergence rate of system trajectory. This dynamic is dependent, in
order to ensure that the trajectories of all state variables achieve the desired manifold and
stay on it for future time [21].

Using Equations (12)–(14), one can obtain

T
(
c

.
e +

..
e
)
+ ψ( e) = 0 (15)

or
T

.
x2 − T

..
x1d + Tc

.
e + ψ( e) = 0 (16)

Substituting Equation (8) into Equation (16), we have

T
J
[
u− fv x2 − fs sign(x2) + τgcos(x1)

]
− T

..
x1d + Tc

.
e + ψ(e) = 0 (17)

where u represents the control signal. In order to satisfy T
.
ψ(e) + ψ(e) = 0, the control law

can be developed based on Equation (17) as follows:

u =
[

fv x2 + fs sign(x2)− τgcos(x1)
]
+ J

..
x1d − J c

.
e− J ψ(e)/T (18)

3.2. Design of ABSMC for Knee Exoskeleton System

This part of control design addresses and solves the problem of uncertainty that occurs
in physical parameters of the knee-exoskeleton assistive system. The adaptive control
algorithm is responsible for suppressing undesired effects of disturbances, which in turn
have an adverse effect on the tracking performance. This study developed adaptive scheme
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based on synergetic control concept to establish the necessary adaptive laws that can
estimate and reduce the effect of uncertainty in system parameters such that the stability of
controlled rehabilitation system can be ensured.

The uncertainty will be discussed for three coefficients: the viscous damping coefficient
of the knee and the exoskeleton device fv, the solid friction coefficient of the knee and the
exoskeleton fs, and the gravitational torque coefficient τg.

f̂v = fv − f̃v (19)

f̂s = fs − f̃s (20)

τ̂g = τg − τ̃g (21)

where f̂v represents the estimated value of the fv coefficient, f̂s is the estimated value of the
fs coefficient, and τ̂g represents the estimated value of the τg coefficient, while f̃v, f̃s, and τ̃g
are the variations in the above coefficients, respectively.

The candidate LF can be defined as

V =
1
2

ψ(e)2 +
1
2

γ−1
1 f̃ 2

v +
1
2

γ−1
2 f̃ 2

s +
1
2

γ−1
3 τ̃2

g (22)

where γ1, γ2, and γ3 denote the adaptation gains of control laws. Taking the time derivative
of Equation (22), we have

.
V = ψ(e)

.
ψ(e)− γ−1

1 f̃v

.
f̂ v − γ−1

2 f̃s

.
f̂ s − γ−1

3 τ̃g
.
τ̂g (23)

Based on Equations (13) and (23), one can obtain

.
V = ψ(e)

(
c

.
e +

..
e
)
− γ−1

1 f̃v

.
f̂ v − γ−1

2 f̃s

.
f̂ s − γ−1

3 τ̃g
.
τ̂g (24)

Substituting Equation (11) in Equation (24), we have

.
V = ψ(e)

(
c

.
e +

.
x2 −

..
x1d
)
− γ−1

1 f̃v

.
f̂ v − γ−1

2 f̃s

.
f̂ s − γ−1

3 τ̃g
.
τ̂g (25)

Utilizing Equation (8), one can obtain

.
V = ψ(e)

(
c

.
e +

1
J
[
u− fv x2 − fs sign(x2) + τgcos(x1)

]
− ..

x1d

)
− γ−1

1 f̃v

.
f̂ v − γ−1

2 f̃s

.
f̂ s − γ−1

3 τ̃g
.
τ̂g (26)

In cases of uncertain measurements, the estimated values of fv, fs, and τg are fed to
the control law instead of the actual measurements,

u =
[

f̂v x2 + f̂s sign(x2)− τ̂gcos(x1)
]
+ J

..
x1d − J c

.
e− J ψ(e)/T (27)

Using the control law of Equation (27), one can obtain

.
V = −ψ2(e)/T + ψ(e)

(
1
J

[(
f̂v x2 + f̂s sign(x2)− τ̂gcos(x1)

)
− fv x2 − fs sign(x2) + τgcos(x1)

])
−γ−1

1 f̃v

.
f̂ v − γ−1

2 f̃s

.
f̂ s − γ−1

3 τ̃g
.
τ̂g

(28)

Equation (28) can be rewritten as

.
V = − ψ2(e)/T + ψ(e)

J

[(
f̂v − fv

)
x2 +

(
f̂s − fs

)
sign(x2)−

(
τ̂g − τg

)
cos(x1)

]
− γ−1

1 f̃v

.
f̂ v − γ−1

2 f̃s

.
f̂ s

− γ−1
3 τ̃g

.
τ̂g

(29)

Using Equations (19)–(21), we have
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.
V = −ψ2(e)/T +

ψ(e)
J

[
− f̃v x2 − f̃s sign(x2) + τ̃gcos(x1)

]
− γ−1

1 f̃v

.
f̂ v − γ−1

2 f̃s

.
f̂ s − γ−1

3 τ̃g
.
τ̂g (30)

or,

.
V = −ψ2(e)/T + f̃v

(
−ψ(e)

J
x2 − γ−1

1

.
f̂ v

)
+ f̃s

(
−ψ(e)

J
sign(x2)− γ−1

2

.
f̂ s

)
+ τ̃g

(
ψ(e)

J
cos(x1)− γ−1

3

.
τ̂g

)
(31)

In order to ensure negative definiteness of the
.

V function, the last terms must be set to
zero, leading to the following adaptive laws:

.
f̂ v = −γ1

ψ(e)
J

x2 (32)

.
f̂ s = −γ2

ψ(e)
J

sign(x2) (33)

.
τ̂g = γ3

ψ(e)
J

cos(x1) (34)

Since the time derivative of LF is negative definite (
.

V < 0), the proposed adaptive
synergetic control scheme can ensure the asymptotic stability of the controlled system even
with presence of uncertainties in the system parameters ( fv, fs, and τg) of exoskeleton system.

Theorem 1. For the system described by Equation (8) that is subjected to uncertainties in the
parameters fv, fs, and τg, the developed adaptive laws given by Equations (32)–(34) will guarantee
the stability of the system controlled by the adaptive synergetic controller and also ensure the
boundedness of estimated gains.

The critical limitation of this adaptive synergetic controller specifically for this ap-
plication is that the inertia has not been accounted for. This is due to the presence of the
moment of inertia in the denominator when developing the adaptive laws for the stability
analysis. However, this problem can be solved by including an observer to estimate the
uncertain inertia, though this is out of the scope of this study. The realization of adaptive
synergetic control for exoskeleton assistive devices for knee rehabilitation is illustrated in
Figure 2. The adaptive controller consists of two essential elements: the control law and the
adaptive laws. The adaptive laws are responsible for estimating the uncertainties in the
parameters fv, fs, and τg. These estimates are fed to the control law to generate the control
signal necessary to actuate the DC motor of the exoskeleton device.
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4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the effectiveness is verified for the classical and adaptive synergetic
controllers, and a comparison study is conducted to show their performances in the pres-
ence of uncertainties. In this study, the parameters of the dynamic system were acquired
from an estimation process, which was conducted as an experimental test on a healthy
33-year-old person, standing 1.73 m tall and weighing 75 kg. According to [14] and Table 1,
the test was performed when the person was in a sitting position and wearing a lower-limb
exoskeleton device.

Table 1. The identified parameters of exoskeleton system with sitting patient [14].

Coefficient Description Value

Moment of inertia of leg–exoskeleton system J 0.348 kg·m2

Viscosity damping coefficient of the knee and the exoskeleton fv 0.872 N·m·s/rad

Solid friction coefficient of the knee and the exoskeleton fs 0.998 N·m
Gravitation torque of the system τg 3.445 N·m

In this study, the PSO algorithm was chosen as a modern optimizer for optimal tuning
of design parameters for the proposed controllers [32,33]. Optimization is required to
further enhance the dynamic performance of knee-assistive controlled systems. For the
classical synergetic control, the PSO technique was used to tune the design parameters C
and T, while for the adaptive synergetic control, the tuned parameters were C, T, γ1, γ2,
and γ3. These design parameters were tuned to minimize a cost function defined by root
mean square of error (RMSE). The optimization process leads to optimal design parameters
and hence to optimal controlled systems. Table 2 lists the optimal and non-optimal values
of the design parameters for both conventional synergetic control (CSC) and adaptive
synergetic control (ASC). The non-optimal settings of the parameters were based on a
trial-and-error procedure.

Table 2. Non-Optimal and Optimal settings of ASC and CSC parameters.

Controller Design Parameters
Setting Type of Design Parameters

PSO Algorithm Trial-and-Error Technique

CSC
C 66.999 43.00

T 0.000152 0.0322

ASC

C 34.910 50.00

T 0.00092 0.0322

γ1 1.034 0.523

γ2 6.124 3.012

γ3 2.037 4.981

The envelope of the cost function over the algorithm iteration for the CSC-based
knee-assistive system based on the PSO algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows
the trace for the cost function for the ASC-based knee-assistive system. It is clear from the
figures that the tuner based on the PSO algorithm could effectively reduce the cost function
with respect to iteration to reach optimal performance of controlled system.
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Figure 5 shows the behavior of the knee angular positions around the mean angle
of 40°, based on both optimal and conventional synergetic control. Based on Figure 5,
the tracking errors can be extracted. These are illustrated in Figure 6. It is evident that
the PSO algorithm improves transient characteristics more effectively than the trial-and-
error procedure. The velocity at various angular positions is shown in Figure 7. A high
value of velocity is shown at the initial condition due to the high slope at the simulation
start-up moment.

In the next scenario, the responses of joint angular positions are shown in Figure 8 for
both optimal and non-optimal adaptive synergetic control. The tracking error behaviors for
both adaptive versions are shown in Figure 9. The figures show that the adaptive synergetic
controller gives good tracking performance in both versions.
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The angular position velocities based on both versions of adaptive synergetic control
are shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the control signals generated by both adaptive
synergetic controller schemes.

Figures 12–14 show the behaviors of the actual and estimated coefficients fs, fv , and
τg resulting from the adaptive laws given by Equations (32)–(34), respectively. It is evident
that due to the presence of uncertainty, the coincidence of both actual and estimated values
may not be achieved. However, the boundedness of these estimated gains is necessary and
sufficient to avoid the drift of these gains and hence to avoid instability problems.
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5. Discussion

According to Figures 3 and 4, it is clear that the cost function decreases with the
number of iterations of the PSO algorithm. This indicates that there is an improvement in
the dynamic performances of both control schemes. At the end of the iterations, the optimal
performances of the controllers can be reached. At this point, the errors in the cost functions
are at their minimum values. Based on Figure 6, the PSO algorithm resulted in an 8%
improvement in the dynamic performance of the joint angle based on CSC, compared to the
trial-and-error procedure. On the other hand, the optimizer resulted in a 5% improvement
for the velocity dynamic of the knee joint, compared to the non-optimal case. In the case of
ASC, the optimal tuner resulted in a 5% improvement in joint angle performance compared
to the conventional trial-and-error procedure, as indicated in Figure 9. However, according
to Figure 11, it is evident that the required torque for achieving the optimal performance
is higher than that based on the trial-and-error procedure. This is the price to be paid
for improvement. The main feature of ASC is that it could guarantee the stability of the
controlled system in the presence of uncertainties. According to Equations (32)–(34), the
adaptive synergetic controller estimates these uncertainties in fv, fs, and τg so that the
stability is ensured, and no drift occurs in these estimates. According to Figures 12–14,
the estimation errors for the estimation parameters are bounded, and this boundedness
could prevent the instability problems that might occur in the dynamic response of the
knee-joint angle.

6. Conclusions

This study addressed the control design for an assistive system for knee rehabilitation
based on a synergetic control methodology. Firstly, the control law was derived based on
classical synergetic control. Then, the adaptive synergetic control laws were developed,
taking into account the uncertainties in system coefficients based on a Lyapunov-based
stability analysis. The adaptive laws are responsible for estimating the uncertainties in
coefficients such that stability is ensured and guaranteed. The PSO algorithm was applied
to tune the design parameters of both adaptive and non-adaptive synergetic controllers, to
further enhance the controlled system. The computer simulation verified the effectiveness
of the proposed controllers and the optimizer. The results showed that the adaptive
controller could successfully cope with uncertainties in the system parameters, keep the
estimated coefficients bounded, and avoid their drifting. In addition, the PSO tuner could
improve the dynamic performances of the proposed controllers.

This study could be extended in future work by conducting a comparison study
between the proposed PSO algorithm and other optimization techniques such as the
cuckoo optimization algorithm, social spider optimization, spider monkey optimization,
the whale optimization algorithm, grey wolf optimization, the sine cosine algorithm, and
the entropy method [37–45]. Another extension of this study could be to implement
the proposed controller in a real-time environment, either using LabVIEW programming
software or using other embedded hardware designs such as FPGA or Raspberry Pi [46].
Other control techniques could be suggested to conduct a comparison study for this medical
application [47–50].
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